Abstract. In this work we consider the simultaneous solution of large linear systems of the form Ax (j) = b (j) ; j = 1; : : : ; K where A is sparse and non-Hermitian. We describe single-seed and block-seed projection approaches to these multiple right-hand side problems that are based on the QMR and block QMR algorithms, respectively. We use (block) QMR to solve the (block) seed system and generate the relevant biorthogonal subspaces. Approximate solutions to the non-seed systems are simultaneously generated by minimizing their appropriately projected (block) residuals. After the initial (block) seed has converged, the process is repeated by choosing a new (block) seed from among the remaining non-converged systems and using the previously generated approximate solutions as initial guesses for the new seed and non-seed systems. We give theory for the single-seed case that helps explain the convergence behavior under certain conditions. Implementation details for both the single-seed and block-seed algorithms are discussed and advantages of the block-seed algorithm in cache based serial and parallel environments are noted. The computational savings of our methods over using QMR to solve each system individually is illustrated on two examples.
1. Introduction. In many applications one desires the solution of multiple linear systems of the form Ax (j) = b (j) ; j = 1; : : : ; K: (1) involving the same N N coe cient matrix A but K di erent right-hand sides b (j) ; all of which are available simultaneously. Such problems arise, for instance, in the numerical solution of frequency-domain electromagnetic wave scattering; here, the right hand sides might correspond to incident elds over the scatterer induced either by plane waves at various angles of incidence or by excitation sources at di erent locations.
Systems involving large, sparse matrices make good candidates for solution by iterative Krylov subspace methods since storage is kept to a minimum and matrixvector products can be done e ciently. However, the naive approach of solving each Another alternative is to use a block Krylov subspace algorithm to solve the systems simultaneously 16, 23, 4, 8, 15] . Essentially these methods seek solutions in block Krylov subspaces, or some de ated version thereof, generated by the matrix A and the N K matrix R = B ?AX 0 ; here the columns of B are the b (j) and the columns of X 0 are the initial estimates for each of the systems. However, this approach can be more expensive in terms of storage than projection techniques because the length of the recurrences to update the iterates depends on the number of right-hand sides, or, in the case of de ation 8], the number of right-hand sides corresponding to the de ated Krylov sequences. Also, if a de ation technique is used, a de ation tolerance must be speci ed in advance, and we have found in experiments that the performance and convergence of the systems depend in a somewhat unpredictable manner on this value. On the other hand, block Krylov-subspace algorithms have the advantage that they are better suited to parallelism 17, 14, 15 ] and make use of higher level BLAS 2] . Therefore, in this paper we develop new single and block-seed projection approaches based on the QMR and block QMR algorithms, respectively; our block-seed method exploits the best properties of the block QMR algorithm while preserving the basic properties of our sequential projection technique. To our knowledge, ours is the rst block-seed projection algorithm for non-Hermitian linear systems with multiple righthand sides; in particular, as our algorithm is built around the BL-QMR algorithm of 8], it incorporates a de ation strategy.
Speci cally, the idea of a projection technique is to rst select one of the systems as \seed" and solve it by an iterative Krylov subspace method. As the relevant subspaces are generated, the approximations to the other systems are simultaneously updated by projecting the residual onto a particular subspace and by either enforcing a Galerkin-type condition 11, 25] or by minimizing the projected residual 24]. Such methods are sometimes referred to as Lanczos-Galerkin approaches 21].
Smith 25] and Joly 11] both consider a projection approach based on BiCG for nonsymmetric A. In 11] a similar approach for CGS is also given. However, the BiCGprojection approach can exhibit the potentially erratic convergence behavior observed when applying BiCG to a single linear system (see the results in 24]). Simoncini and Gallopoulos 24] also present an approach to solving (1) when A is nonsymmetric.
Our single-seed projection algorithm is most similar in concept to the projectminimize approach in 24] . However, as a result of the underlying unsymmetric Lanczos process we do not need to store the basis vectors, we do not need to predetermine a subspace dimension, and we show the approximate solutions and residuals to the non-seed systems are cheaply computed and available at every stage of the algorithm because they are updated with short-term recurrences. Since we are minimizing quantities rather than enforcing Galerkin conditions, the convergence behavior should be less erratic than methods based on the latter. As noted and as we illustrate in Theorem 3.4, the success of our single-seed method depends on the closeness, in the sense described above, among the right-hand sides. The block-seed approach we introduce here is more e cient when the right-hand sides are not all close. This paper is organized as follows. In x2, we give the necessary background on the QMR approach. We give an outline of our single-seed projection approach and discuss its convergence in x3. Background on the block QMR algorithm is presented in x4. The block variant of our QMR-projection algorithm is reported in x5 and related computational issues are discussed in x6. Section 7 gives numerical results and x8 reports conclusions and future work. algorithm was introduced by Freund and Nachtigal in 9]. The original algorithm was based on three-term recurrences. In 10] , the authors propose a mathematically equivalent algorithm which employed coupled two term recurrences. Since the latter variant has been found to be more numerically stable for solving linear systems, in numerical experiments we use this implementation. However, to simplify the notation in this section and in x3, and to be consistent with the notation in section x5, we will follow the notation in 9]. Further, for simplicity, we consider only the version without look-ahead, but note that our algorithm could be adapted to account for look-ahead.
In the remainder of the paper, the notation k k always refers to the Euclidean norm k k 2 . The superscript T is used to denote the transpose operation and superscript is used to denote the conjugate transpose operation.
A Krylov subspace of dimension k generated by a matrix G and a vector q is de ned according to K k (G; q) = spanfq; Gq; G 2 q; : : : ; G k?1 qg:
The QMR algorithm is a Krylov-subspace based iterative method that can be used 
Also as a result of the Lanczos algorithm we obtain the relation
where T k is a (k + 1) k tridiagonal matrix. Using (2), (3), and (4), and setting = kr 0 k, at the kth iteration the residual, r k = b ? Ax k , is given by 22] r k = V k+1 ( e 1 ? T k z k );
where e 1 denotes the rst Cartesian unit vector. Since the columns of V k+1 are not orthonormal, kr k k kV k+1 kk e 1 ? T k z k k:
The QMR algorithm determines z k by minimizing the norm of the quasi-residual term 9]; that is, z k = arg min z2C k 1 k e 1 ? T k zk:
We make the following alternate observation. From (5) and using biorthogonality,
Thus, the z k which de nes the kth QMR iterate can also be thought of as the one that minimizes the norm of the residual projected onto a smaller dimensional subspace. We will make use of this alternate de nition of the QMR iterates in subsequent sections.
3. The Single-Seed QMR-Projection Algorithm. In this section we describe a single-seed QMR-projection algorithm for solving linear systems of the form (1). Our algorithm proceeds as follows. First, we select one system, say system j, to serve as \seed" and apply QMR (without look-ahead) to the seed system. In the following, we use r j;l 0 to denote the initial residual to system l, where l denotes the index of any of the non-converged systems given the starting guess x j;l 0 . We use r j;l k to denote the residual of system l after k iterations. Since di erent choices of seed lead to di erent Krylov subspaces and hence di erent iterates, the superscript j is used to denote that this is the residual at the kth iteration for system l when system j was used as seed. By the beginning of the kth iterate, QMR has generated biorthogonal bases for two k-dimensional Krylov subspaces, K k (A; r j;j 0 ) and K k (A T ; r j;j 0 ). We denote the respective bases by the vectors v j;i and w j;i , i = 1; : : : ; k: the subscript j is used to indicate that this particular set was generated using system j as seed. These vectors are the columns of the N k matrices V j;k and W j;k , respectively. The corresponding k + 1 k tridiagonal matrix is denoted as T j;k (compare to (4)). By the end of the kth iterate, QMR has also generated the unnormalized versions of the vectors v j;k+1 and w j;k+1 for use in the k + 1st iteration. Let us comment on the values of x j;l 0 . If we suppose that j was the seed system and converged after m steps and that the index of the next seed system is j , then we set x j ;l 0 = x j;l m for all indices l such that system l has not already converged. In the previous section, we have seen that the kth iterate corresponding to the seed system is given by x j;j k = x j;j 0 + V j;k z j;j k with z j;j k = arg min z2C k 1 k e 1 ? T j;k zk:
Now we also want the kth iterate of the (non-converged) non-seed system, say system l, to lie in x j;l 0 + K k (A; r j;l 0 ), in other words, x j;l k = x j;l 0 + V j;k z j;l k ; l 6 = j:
Next we must decide how to de ne z j;l k . From (4) (with V j;k in place of V k ) and (6), r j;l k = b (l) ? Ax j;l k 
where t j;l k di ers from t j;l k?1 only in its last entry, which we shall denote by y j;l k . The norm of the projected residual in (8) w T j;k+1 r j;l 0 ; (10) where c j;i 2 R; s j;i 2 C; c 2 j;i + js j;i j 2 = 1:
As in Equation 4.8 of 9], we de ne P j;k = p j;1 ; p j;2 ; : : : ; p j;k ] V j;k R ?1 j;k . Since R j;k is upper triangular with bandwidth 2, there is a short term recurrence relation for the p j;k 9]. Using (6) and (9), the kth iterate of the lth system is given by x j;l k = x j;l k?1 + y j;l k p j;k : (11) From this, we derive an iterative update for r j;l k that does not require any additional matrix-vector products per iteration as follows. Proof: The proof follows from (11), the bandedness of R j;k , and the de nition of p j;k above. (A detailed proof can be found in 13].) 2 3.2. Seed Selection. Clearly, the success of our QMR-projection approach at reducing the total number of matrix-vector products needed to solve all the systems to the desired tolerance depends on which and in what order systems are selected as seed. We use the approach in 24]; namely, we choose the seed index j such that the norm of the residual of the corresponding system is larger than all the remaining nonconverged systems. Developing more informed selection heuristics remains a subject for future research. 
Here, i denotes the set of all polynomials with degree less than or equal to i with constant term 1. From Theorem 7.1 in 22], we have a bound on the ith QMR residual in terms of the ith GMRES residual:
Also,
Substituting this into (16) and using (14) and the triangle inequality gives kb (2) ? Ax 2;2 i k 2 (V 2;i+1 ) kb (2) ? A x 2;2 i k + (19) Substituting (19) into (18), we obtain the desired result. 2
Now let us discuss why we expect to be small. First, it is clear that in exact arithmetic the Ritz vectors lie in N(P m ). For any vector q 2 C N , since Z is full rank we may write q =Ẑc for the vector of expansion coe cients c =Ẑ ?1 q =Ŝq with components c j =ŝ j q. Now suppose q 2 R(P m ). Since the columns of Z with indices in I are approximated by n of the m Ritz vectors, by assumption, and since the Ritz vectors are in N(P m ), this implies c j 0; j 2 I; which by de nition meanŝ s j q 0; j 2 I. Therefore, with q P m e 1;2 0 , j j j 0; j 2 I; so should be small in exact arithmetic. It is clear that the quality of the Ritz vector approximation and loss of biorthogonality (e.g. the actual N(P m )) will a ect the size of in practice.
Using the de nition ofp i in (15) , we obtain in analogy with the standard GMRES upper bound for diagonalizable matrices 22], the following corollary: Corollary 3.3. LetẐ n denote the N (N ? n) matrix with columnsẑ j for j 6 2 I. Then with de ned as in Theorem 3.2 and P being the (N ? n) N matrix whose rows are the transposed unit vectors e T k ; k 6 2 I, kb (2) Thus, under the assumptions we stated at the beginning of this section so that n right eigenvectors with indices in I of A have been captured when the rst seed system is solved, the second seed system converges in exact arithmetic as if the corresponding part of the spectrum of A has been cut o . The strength of this statement in practice is based on the size of , which is a ected in nite precision arithmetic as noted above.
In the next theorem, we bound the residual norms of the non-seed systems. A proof and detailed discussion of the size of the upper bound are given in 13]. In short, when the right-hand sides are close and the quasi-residual of the seed system is being e ciently reduced, so are the residuals of the non-seed system. and Malhotra propose scanning the vectors in the two sequences in (21) from left to right and deleting those which are linearly or nearly linearly dependent on previous ones. In the process they obtain de ated Krylov sequences whose vectors are linearly independent. We refer to the n-dimensional subspaces generated by these de ated sequences as K dl n (A; R) and K dl n (A T ; L). Note that in the presence of no de ation, K dl n (A; R) and K dl n (A T ; L) are spanned by the rst n columns of (21) ; that is, the matrix R contains the initial residuals of each of the K systems we would like to solve. Thus, the v 0 s correspond to the initial residuals. The way the de ation strategy in 8] works is that if a v is de ated, one linear system is also set aside; then upon convergence of the remaining systems, the solution to the de ated system is updated using the solutions of the other systems. Thus, in what follows we consider only the updates to the nonde ated linear systems, and we denote with a subscript cr submatrices of the originals with m cr columns that correspond to these systems.
Recall that when QMR is applied to a single linear system, the th iterate is an appropriate linear combination of the Lanczos vectors, plus the initial guess. Similarly, the block QMR iterate is de ned as X ;cr = X 0;cr + V Z; Z 2 C mcr :
As with QMR, then, we need to nd the matrix Z which determines the appropriate linear combination. 
The i are scalars corresponding to the last column of R ( ) , Q (not to be confused with Q ( ) ) is a particular matrix of Givens rotations described in (5.2) of 8], and j is an index described in 8] satisfying ( ? j ) 2m. 5. The Block QMR-Projection Method. In a manner similar to x3, we describe a block QMR-projection approach to solving (1) that combines the advantageous properties of the block QMR algorithm and our single-seed projection algorithm.
Suppose that we select a subset of size m < K linear systems to serve as \seed" from among the original K. Let I m1 be the index set i 1 ; : : : ; i m of the chosen systems. We use I c m1 to denote the indices from 1 to K which are not in I m1 . Let b (j) with j 2 I m1 be the m columns of the matrix B (1) and the remaining J = K ? m righthand sides (corresponding to non-seed systems indexed by I c m1 ) be the columns of the matrix B (2) . We de ne X (1) 0 as the matrix x (i1) 0 ; : : : ; x (im) 0 ] of initial guesses for the m seed systems, and X (2) 0 as the matrix of initial guesses for the non-seed systems. The corresponding initial block residuals are R (1) 0 = B (1) ?AX (1) 0 and R (2) 0 = B (2) ?AX (2) 0 .
The idea is to set R (and L) de ned in the previous section to R (1) 0 and run BL-QMR to solve the seed systems while using a projection idea to update the nonseed systems. Once BL-QMR converges on the seed system, the process is repeated by choosing a new subset, indexed by I m2 I c m1 , of the non-converged, non-seed systems. The systems indexed by I m2 now serve as seed, where the columns of X (1) 0 are understood to be the estimated solutions, generated in the rst round of projected BL-QMR, to the systems with indices in I m2 . The remaining systems, indexed by I c m2 = I c m1 nI m2 , are updated by projection. In the following, X (1) (R (1) ) denotes the th block iterate (residual) of the current block seed while X (2) (R (2) ) denotes the th block iterate (residual) of the current non-seed block. We shall further assume that m is the number of current seed systems and J is the number of current non-converged, non-seed systems. The numbers m and J can change at each round.
At iteration , we want our non-seed systems to also lie in the current Krylov subspace. That is, we desire
Since the columns of V span this subspace, this means X (2) = X (2) 0 + V Z (2) for some J matrix Z (2) . Now we must decide how to de ne Z (2) . We observe R (2) = B (2) ? A(X (2) 0 + V Z (2) ) = R (2) 0 ? V n T Z (2) ?V dl Z (2) Using biorthogonality
0 ? T Z (2) 
we obtain Z (2) = (R ( ) ) ?1 t (2) ; (26) so that
Using G T n = G T n?1 ; g n ; together with (25) and the de nition of Q ( ) in (5.1) of 8],
it is easy to show that 
11 Thus, t (2) di ers from t (2) ?1 only in its last row, which we call (y (2) ) T : t (2) = " t (2) ?1 (y (2) ) T # where (y (2) ) T 2 C 1 J :
From the above relation and (28) it follows that to obtain (y (2) ) T one only needs to perform a product with Q :
?1 g T n ;
which, since Q by de nition is a product of m cr Givens rotations, is an easy task. With p i de ned as in (24), it is now easy to show that the th non-seed block iterate is X (2) = X (2) ?1 + p (y (2) ) T :
Thus, we may readily show R (2) = R (2) ?1 ? Ap (y (2) ) T :
However, using the de nition of p , we nd an update formula for the block residual which does not actually require any additional matrix-vector products.
Lemma 5.1. R (2) can be updated from R (2) ?1 in at most O(N(J +2m)) additional oating point operations.
Proof: By substituting (24) into (30), we obtain a formula for updating R (2) :
R (2) = R (2) ?1 ? f (y (2) . Noting that the computation of the outer product f (y (2) ) T requires O(JN) operations, the proof is complete. 2 We note that a similar update is valid for R (1) :
6. Issues in Practical Computation for the Block Algorithm. 6.1. Block-Seed Selection Heuristic. Clearly, the performance of our multiple seed algorithm in terms of savings of matrix-vector products depends on which, and how many, systems are chosen to be seed. De ation in BL-QMR solves the problem of removing redundancy if systems with starting residuals which are nearly linearly dependent are chosen as seed. Ideally, however, we would like to choose as seed systems some subset of the non-converged systems which are in some sense optimally independent in order to increase the chance that the solutions to the non-seed systems will lie nearly in the Krylov subspaces generated by the seed systems, thereby ensuring the e ectiveness of the projection process.
In our examples, we used the following heuristics to determine which and how many seed systems to use. First, we let B = b (1) ; : : : ; b (K) ]. Since K N was not too large in these examples, we computed a compact pivoted QR factorization of B, B B = QR Q 2 C N K ; R 2 C K K to determine which of the remaining were most independent. Here, is just a permutation matrix which serves to permute the columns of B such that the rst few columns of B are the most independent. In particular, if denotes the diagonal entries of R and if j (1)j=j (i)j > for any 1 i K; then we discard the corresponding column ofB. The remaining m columns ofB serve as the seed systems.
We set the maximum value of to 10 5 to ensure the columns were not too linearly dependent, but adjusted it lower if necessary so that the size of the seed block was no bigger than about K=2. On the next round of projected BL-QMR, however, we simply decided on a new number of seeds to use (m dm=2e), and took those with the largest m relative residuals to serve as seed. More e cient means of selecting m for each round and for determining the m seeds need to be examined in the future 3 .
6.2. Loss of Biorthogonality. One additional problem that we encountered in practice in using either our single-seed or our multiple seed algorithm was that loss of biorthogonality could a ect the accuracy of the jl n = (1= j;n )w T j;n r jl 0 , or g T n = (1= n )w T n R (2) 0 . This loss of accuracy would thereby adversely a ect the convergence of the computed solution. To avoid this di culty for the block projection algorithm, we used the following fact. If no de ations were performed up to the th iteration when solving the single-seed system R (2) ?1 = R (2) 0 ? V n?1 T ?1 Z (2) ?1 ) g T n = 1 n w T n R (2) ?1 = 1 n w T n R (2) 0 ; where it is understood that R (2) j = R (2) 0 ; j < 0. Thus, at the beginning of iteration 1, we computed g T n based on the current residual estimate, then updated the residual estimate using Lemma 5. An investigation into the reason behind the success of these approaches in nite precision arithmetic will be the subject of future work. We note that a similar phenomenon was observed in 20] with respect to practical implementation of GMRES variants and an explanation for such behavior in nite precision arithmetic was given. Further, Krylov-subspace algorithms require a large number of vector inner products relative to the remaining number of computations. These inner products, when implemented on a distributed memory parallel machine, correspond to synchronization points (that is, computation cannot proceed until all processors receive the result of the inner product) and require numerous smaller messages among processors 17]. Our single-seed method inherits these problems, although updates to the seed and non-seed systems can be done independently. Block Krylov subspace algorithms, however, can be implemented to provide more computation between communications and larger but fewer messages among processors 14, 17] . Below, we provide one implementation of the block-seed projection algorithm from the proceeding section. We do not claim that this implementation is optimal in terms of cache utilization or parallelism; our goal is to illustrate the potential e ciencies of the block-seed algorithm and show that it retains the same advantages that the block QMR algorithm enjoys. i. Compute (y (1) ) T ; (y (2) ) T ; (1) ; (1) ; compute f ; p (via gaxpy's).
ii. \Delete" ith column of V (k) , \shift" remaining columns left 1.
iii. Compute which system gets dropped from the seed block (that row of y (1) will have a zero entry). iv. Let y (iv) ; f ; p be the jth columns of Y (iv) ; i v = 1; 2; F; P. (h) Set g T n = (1= n )W (k) (:; i) T R (2) ?j (i) Compute (y (1) ) T ; (y (2) ) T ; (1) ; (2) ; compute f ; p (via gaxpy's).
(j) Let y (iv) ; f p be the jth columns of Y (iv) ; i v = 1; 2; F; P. 6 . X (1) = X (1) ?j + P(Y (1) ) T ; R (1) = R (1) ?j ? F(Y (1) ) T 7. X (2) = X (2) ?j + P(Y (2) ) T ; R (2) = R (2) ?j ? F(Y (2) ) T 8. \Remove" de ated systems from X (1) . One bene t of this implementation is that A; A T are accessed only once each block iteration, if no de ation occurs, and computing products of A and A T with dense, rectangular matrices of Lanczos vectors makes better use of cache than products of A with a single vector. In step 2 (also 5a,5d) some columns of either or both of the current blocks may have to be biorthogonalized against some previous Lanczos vectors if certain previous de ations occured in the V and/or W sequence. In step 3, the current blocks of Lanczos vectors are biorthogonalized against the appropriate columns 5 of the previous two blocks. Considering the matrix V (k) (or W (k) ) rather than its columns separately, we can do this using level-2 BLAS with a two-sided modi ed Gram-Schmidt approach or, at the expense of some stability, we could accomplish this with level-3 BLAS via a block modi ed Gram-Schmidt approach 14]. For each de ation step, however, we incur the price of one matrix-vector product and several vector-wise inner products. It is possible to reorganize the algorithm so that a Lanczos block e ectively decreases in size after de ation (possibly leaving left and right blocks of di erent sizes) and thereby put o this extra work until it can be done with higher-level BLAS, but as the notation is more tedious, we use the current implementation to illustrate our points.
Notice we are using modi ed Gram-Schmidt to biorthogonalize within the current block, but that computation towards updating the solution and residual blocks is done between each step of the process. Notice also that the block iterates and residuals are only updated after a new block of Lanczos vectors has been generated; this was done in order to minimize the number of accesses to the block iterates and residuals and to incorporate level-3 BLAS operations. The updating could be done (via level-2 BLAS operations) inside the innermost loop according to (23) , (29), (31), (32). Or, one might opt to track the size of (1) , and update only when necessary.
One way to implement the algorithm on a distributed memory parallel machine is to row partition 17, 14] the matrices F; P; V (k) ; W (k) ; X (iv) ; R (iv) ; i v = 1; 2. Thus, the matrix-multiplications with A; A T , the biorthogonalization steps, and steps 5b,c,e,f,h require communication among processors; most of the other steps require only local updates of portions of the rectangular matrices. As in 17, Section 3.1], it may be possible in a parallel implementation to exploit any computations that are mostly decoupled: for example, the updates to solution and residual blocks are somewhat independent of the generation of the Lanczos vectors and of each other. Techniques for performing matrix-vector products with A; A T in parallel should also be employed.
Before executing Algorithm 1, using our heuristic in x6. given k, the same number of solution vectors and residual vectors must be updated (at most) as if J had been 0: the di erence is that updates are separated into updates on two di erent solution and residual blocks, and these updates are independent of one another. Thus, if Algorithm 1 is implemented in parallel, the independent updates may help compensate for the execution time that is due to processor communication.
The computation of g T n and (y (2) ) T are the most notable di erences between the unprojected and projected algorithms. Overall, the block-seed projection approach may yield the following advantages over block QMR: updating the seed and non-seed blocks can be done independently.
7. Numerical Results. In this section we give numerical results which indicate the potential e ectiveness of our approach on electromagnetic scattering problems. All experiments were conducted in Matlab using IEEE double precision oating point arithmetic on a 600 MHz Pentium II processor. We compare our results with results from the Matlab implementation of block QMR with de ation, algorithm BL-QMR in 8]. For comparison purposes, the implementation of our block seed algorithm mirrors the implementation of BL-QMR in 8] with modi cations where necessary, rather than the one in the preceeding section.
Mathematically, we would like to solve a two-dimensional Helmholtz-type equation for the scattered electric eld E(x; y): We discretize using nite di erences, which leads to a matrix equation involving the matrix A which is N N, sparse, complex, and structured, but neither symmetric nor Hermitian due to the boundary conditions. Because the matrix is highly inde nite, No. Table 1 Example 1, 45MHz: Number of matrix-vector products required for convergence by each of the methods (each system independently, single-seed QMR-projection, BL-QMR with de ation tolerances 10 ?8 ; 10 ?9 ; and 10 ?10 , and block-QMR with projection) for experiments involving di erent numbers of right-hand sides. Dash indicates no convergence of the method in under 300 iterations.
we need to use a preconditioner to speed convergence. The preconditioner we use is the one described in 12], and we perform all preconditioning from the right.
For all algorithms, we take the initial starting guesses x (j) 0 to be zero. We stop running our algorithms when the relative residual norms of all of the systems are less than tol = 10 ?7 . For the 2 block-based algorithms, ours and BL-QMR, we update (seed) block residuals via (32) ((31) is used for the non-seed block 6 ). We monitor convergence of the current seed block by checking norms of the columns of R (1) . However, the true norms of the residuals in the seed block were computed and checked to satisfy the convergence tolerance before the block was deemed to have converged. Since for these examples the major computational expense per iteration is the two matrix-vector products with applications of the preconditioner, we consider the total number of matrix-vector products required for all the systems to converge as our primary measure of success and discuss some timing results.
7.1. Example 1. In this experiment we would like to nd the scattered electric elds caused when plane waves at various angles impinge on a horizontal air-soil interface and scatter from a 7cm 6cm object buried 5cm below the surface. Each angle corresponds to a di erent E 0 in (33), which in turn corresponds to a di erent right-hand side b (j) in (1) . Figure 1 gives a physical illustration of the problem.
In this example, we use a soil type (referred to as \Seabee" in the literature 19]) and conduct experiments at two di erent frequencies, !=(2 ) = 45 MHz and 475 MHz. At 45MHz, Seabee has rel = 35:65 and = :13, while at 475MHz rel = 21:31 and = :23. We assumed that the buried object has rel = 2:9 and = :001 at both frequencies. For air, rel = 1, = 0. We have discretized at a rate of 50 points per wavelength of soil at 45 MHz and 20 points per wavelength at 475 MHz. In both cases, the total number of unknowns (N) is (2 7 Table 2 Example 1, 475MHz: Number of matrix-vector products required for convergence by each of the methods for experiments involving di erent numbers of right-hand sides.
We centered the buried object (refer to Figure 1 ) and considered the scattered eld due to planewaves impinging on the surface at evenly spaced angles from -60 to 60 degrees from the normal. The second column in Tables 1 and 2 gives the total number of matrix-vector products needed if preconditioned QMR is applied to each system separately 7 . The third column gives the total number of matrixvector products needed if our preconditioned QMR with projection algorithm is used. The next several columns give the total number of matrix-vector products computed when solving the problem using BL-QMR with various de ation tolerances. The nal column shows results when our block-seed approach is used (deftol = 10 ?9 ), where the seed blocks are chosen using the heuristic outlined in x6.1 with = 10 5 . Dashes indicate that the convergence tolerance was not met within maxit=300 iterations.
As Table 1 shows, for the 45MHz case, BL-QMR failed to converge after 300 iterations in all cases when the de ation tolerance was set to 10 ?8 , but it outperformed our single-seed projection method if the de ation tolerance was small enough. Our block-seed projection approach performs better than all the other methods in terms of the number of matrix-vector products; however, we note that for these nonoptimized implementations, the execution times for the best BL-QMR runs and our block algorithm are about the same. Solving sequentially took 4.5 times longer than our single-seed method and over 6 times longer than block-based algorithms.
At 475MHz, we expected our x (j) 's not to be as close as in the previous case due to the underlying physics of the problem, and therefore, we did not expect as much savings with our single-seed projection approach. Indeed, Table 2 shows that the di erence between the second and third columns is not as dramatic as in Table 1 . Table 2 also shows that BL-QMR, with the de ation tolerance set at either 10 ?8 or 10 ?9 , outperforms our single-seed projection approach. However, comparing the last column with the others, we nd that our block-seed projection approach can provide substantial savings over the other methods. There is also di erence in execution times: for example, for 25 systems our block seed projection method takes about 6.2 minutes while BL-QMR with de ation tolerance of 10 ?9 takes about 7.1 minutes.
7.2. Example 2. For our second example, each of our K systems corresponds to solving for the scattered electric eld from a buried object when the source of the incident eld is a point source, located at position x i ; y i above the earth (see Figure 1) .
We consider the case when the frequency is 480MHz, and the soil has rel = 6:5 and = :019. As before, the buried object has rel = 2:9 and = :001. The buried object is 7cm by 4cm buried 5cm deep and centered left to right. The width of each cell in the discrete grid is 1cm, and the total number of unknowns (N) is (2 6 Table 4 Example 2: Approximate execution time in minutes. Dash indicates no convergence of the method in under 300 iterations.
point sources are each located 3cm above the earth and either vary in the horizontal direction, with 0 being in the middle, from -12cm to 12cm in 1cm increments or -17cm to 17cm in 1cm increments. The numbers of matrix-vector products required by each of the di erent methods to solve these systems are given in Table 3 . However, as illustrated by the timing results in Table 4 , both the single and block seed projection give dramatic improvements over BL-QMR without projection 8 . 8. Conclusions and Future Work. We have introduced two new projection approaches, based on QMR and block QMR respectively, for solving multiple linear systems with the same coe cient matrix but di erent right-hand sides. Compared to solving each system separately by QMR, both approaches can signi cantly reduce the work and execution time needed to solve all the systems to within a speci ed tolerance provided there is su cient shared information among the right-hand sides; the blockseed algorithm requires less shared information to perform well. We provided theory for the single-seed approach which suggests that under certain conditions in exact arithmetic, QMR on subsequent seed systems converges as if part of the spectrum has been cut o ; we also gave an upper bound for the rate of convergence of the non-seed systems. More work needs to be done to determine convergence behavior of the block-seed algorithm in both exact and nite precision arithmetic.
As our numerical results showed, with appropriate de ation tolerance, the BL-QMR algorithm 8] could outperform our single-seed QMR-projection method in terms of matrix-vector product savings (although not always re ected in the execution times) particularly when the right-hand sides are not as close; however our block-seed projection method consistently exhibited the greatest savings in such cases. The performance of our block-seed approach depends on our choices of successive seed blocks and overall execution time depends on the actual implementation. We gave one block-seed selection heuristic and discussed possible e ciencies of block-seed algorithm. Determining good seed selection strategies, e cient serial and parallel implementations, and formal time comparisons with other methods remain subjects for future research.
